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To alter the contingencies of a building is to alter its character and story. With aging, 
architecture becomes a space o f duality, an extent o f reality, the physical space, and 
the unreality, the mental space. Humans easily form connections and attachments 
to their surroundings due to closely comparable traits. The human mind sees in 
architecture what it sees in the human body. Together, these observations form 
stories and memories as historical recording o f time.

When the physicality o f the existing is altered through time’s deterioration 
processes, so is its psychological realm. Subsequently, modification o f the existing 
will lead to an architectural form o f dementia. The pathology o f the circumstances is 
progressive loss of psychological connection, memory lost and cultural confusion. 
The challenge in adapting existing buildings is finding the point of feasibility 
between architecture viewed as ‘ruin-ed and architecture as the storyteller.
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To alter the contingencies of a building is to alter its character and story. As architecture age, it becomes a space 
of duality, an extent of reality, the physical space, and the unreality, the mental space. Humans easily form 
connections and attachments to their surroundings due to closely comparable traits brought by lapsed time. A 
human’s psychological state of mind is directly connected to the physical state of the existing. The weathered 
elements we see are a mirrored image of how human age against time. As time progress, both are physically 
altered through layering of scars, disfigurements, depigmentations and various other characterizing traits. The 
human mind sees in architecture what it sees in the human body. Together, these observations form stories 
and memories as historical recording of time. Consequently, if the physicality of the existing is altered, so is the 
psychological realm that went hand in hand. These two formed a parallel relationship. When one is modified, the 
balance of the two, which is memory, is modified in return.

Currently, with the decline of new construction, adapting and reusing existing architecture is increasing in demand. 
Equally, society has become increasingly aware of the consequences of demolition not only on the ecological 
realm, but also the on survival of cultural identity and value. Extensive building surveys and technical analysis 
of the existing conditions identify the physical feasibility of future construction. However, physicality aside, what
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about the emotional feasibility?
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Whilst it is social standard and expectation for all human being to undergo an evaluation of physical and mental 
health at a certain point in time, architectural evaluation of an existing structure should share like standards. 
Similarities between the aging process of architecture and humans prove the efficiency of a memory analysis on 
proposed adaptive construction.

At some point, modification of the existing will lead to an architectural form of dementia. The pathology of the 
circumstances is progressive loss of psychological connection, memory lost and cultural confusion. In this sense, 
the stories that were formed by the human mind start to fade away. The challenge is finding the point of feasibility 
between architecture viewed as ruin-ed and architecture as the storyteller.

Adapting an existing construction is not a simple feat as all alteration bear consequences. The challenge is 
weighing the possible consequences in a realistic manner. Whilst society form psychological connections withxvii 
the weathering, it is also a fact that at a certain point the value of such will eventually depreciate and become of 
aesthetic nuisance and waste.
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XIX“We shape our buildings, and afterwards the buildings shape us.

Winston Churchill
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Value of historical buildings remains controversial to many. Even with the steady decline of new construction due 
to shortage of space, many still debate the importance and viability of designing within the constraint of an existing 
structure. An important factor to consider during this time is the materiality of historical buildings. Prior to the 
industrial revolution, building materials consisted of “natural, ecological and healthy materials” that have proven 
their durability over many decades and in some situations, centuries. Contrary to this, the modern day evolution 
of technology brings forth the notion of disposable architecture. Is new always needed and ‘better’ than the old?i 
These actions, whether argued unnecessary or not, impact the environment and society is taking notice.

In correlation with society’s growing interest in ecological developments, altering the existing urban fabric is 
becoming increasingly in demand and equally popular. Estimates of 50% to 70% of all constructions are working 
within the constraints of pre-existing structures. This growing concern is highlighting the importance of local and 
cultural identity. Without disregard to its economical and structural feasibility, traditional building analysis and 
surveys often overshadow the emotional feasibility of memories and cultural familiarity of the pre-existing. What is 
absent or deteriorating does not elude substance of meaning nor value. The absent is not forgotten.

Success in altering the existing relies on a new orientation of architecture, where the architect is not the sole 
designer but part of an interactive team. This ‘other’ way of doing architecture requires spatial qualities to be 
played out in a multiplicity of contexts. From the physical to the social, metaphorical and phenomenal, this new 
orientation ‘radically expands’ the potential of spatial production. It requires an architectural intelligence that is at 
once realistic and visionary.

M GALLANT
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The anticipatory nature of technique ensues from knowledge of preconceived result. “All that technique can give 
architecture is enhanced functionality.” Events emerge from unpredictability and unknown past. If events were 
anticipated, they would be nothing short of uneventful and unmemorable. The unpredictability and unknown bring 
forth a performance to architecture. They animate the once static character of the existing; life breathes through 
its performances.

The following chapters will discuss the existing value of the built through progressive analysis of the architecture- 
being relationships: how does society connect and explore pre-existing environment at a micro scale; how humans 
perceive and evolve their state of mind and being at a macro scale. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate 
the natural progression of interaction of the being within spatial realms and its consequences on the emotional 
feasibility of the existing. Research of the abovementioned is supported by a design intervention to help seek the 
feasibility of such topic.

t

As an aim to continue previous studies from the Directed Study program in Berlin, Germany, the site of the 
proposed intervention is situated at the heart of Berlin’s Historical Mitte. Chosen for its ruins, historical depth, 
forgotten state and redevelopment planning, the location shows a demand of balance between the modern need 
and celebration of historical content. As the city celebrated its 775th anniversary in 2012, the over-looked nature 
of the ruins highlighted the need for a current intervention on Berlin’s founding site. The celebrations of the 
anniversary proved to be the ideal resources to research the emotional feasibility of ruins as well as its adaptability 
to meet the society’s modern needs. The sequence of the following research was set to reflect one’s level of 
interaction and connection within set surroundings. Aiming for a playful intervention to balance the complexity of 
the site’s historical depth, the design proposes an evolution of interaction from physical, psychological, to spiritual. 
Such is reflected in the following sequence of research.

1 Johannes Cramer and Stefan Breitling. Architecture in Existing Fabric (Berlin: Birkhauser Architecture. 2007). 25.

2 Ibid.. 9.
3 David Leatherbarrovv. Architecture Oriented Otherwise (N ew  York: Princeton Architectural Press. 2009). 5 1.
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‘The faster the future becomes the new, the unknown, the more continuity and past we must take with us into

the future." Odo M arquard1

7

Architecture is inevitably connected to time, a factor occasionally overlooked. Traditionally, architecture was 
often designed with the end in sight; a fully envisioned end product attained after completion of construction.2 
For these, what came after this ‘finished’ stage? Was the inhabitation stage and its after-life envisioned as the 
perfect idealized situation that the built would withstand all consequences brought with time? Realistically, all 
things created by man bear the consequences and changes brought by lapsed time. Its unpredictable nature 
renders the idealized notion of the ‘perfect world’ truly unattainable.

A building’s progression following construction will have fundamental consequences on its tectonics, aesthetics, 
and equally on the inhabitant’s spatial needs and desires. A key part to today’s architecture is the acceptance 
of society, the inhabitants, and its environment as part of the spatial production of the built. This notion of the 
architect not being the sole designer is part of the movement addressed in the book 'Spatial Agency: Other 
ways of Doing Architecture’3. Not only is society becoming increasingly part of the conceptual process of the 
design phase, but their awareness for sustainability is equally increasing the demand of working within the 
pre-existing.
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The ‘Finish-ed’

“[T]he moment the last craftsman has left a house is the moment decay begins.’’4

Once the construction process completed, a building is often referred to as ‘finished’. This use of language 
claims the completion of something that has only just begun. Its initial stage of construction might have come 
to an end; however, the building is just now coming to life. From the initial concept to its design, from execution 
to the end of construction, these stages are but a mere fraction of a building’s being. After the “finishing 
ends construction”5, comes the stage of deconstruction. The architectural solidity of a space bears witness to 
inhabitant and naturally occurring changes brought with time. Gradually, the built is reconfigured through the 
subtraction of architectural elements and the addition of cultural character based on events.
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j! i.e.I Pin*!''. "V illa  Sa\o\c before Restoration”  . Potssv-stir- 
Scinc. I'rancc. architect I c < orbuster. i ‘> 2 8 -W l. ts'iti'cc' Mostafsv 
Moshcn and David l.cathcrhamm On Weathering. ihe t -leor
Buikhrvts m "mia. i  embntk'C' ! b : M b ' IW .l ■!

11

| l :i ‘i.2 Photo. "V illa  Sa\n\e \ttc r Restoration"'. Poisst.-Mir-Scine. 
I ranee, architect l.c Oorbtisier. I92S-IR3I. (source: Mostalini. \kishcn 
ami Otivid I oalherbarrrm. On Weathering. The I ifc ot'Buildings in 
i imc. C-amhridcc: I h cV il'l Press. 'W i l l
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Subsequently, capturing this ‘finished’ moment of architecture to remember the built in its idealized perfection 
is falsifying the truth. Comparing two photographic representations of the same given building, separated 
by a decade: is one more ‘finished’ than the other? Why is it that architectural projects are featured through 
photographs taken at first sight of construction completion, with bare space and minimal sign of inhabitation?
This sterile portrayal of architecture is nothing more than absolute folly. One is simply hiding the inevitable 
truth that at a point in time, architecture evolves through changes that will require maintenance, intervention 
or preservation from dissolution. 16?18 FttYUGItM. HSUS SO

Analysis

n  j <i

“Only those who have a past have a future.” 

Willhelm von Hum oldt6
1

Following the stages between design, construction and inhabitation comes the vital assessment of the 
existing-value. Before further decision can be concluded on the outcome of an existing building, thorough 
analysis must be conducted. Recording and surveying of the existing are the first steps to planning while 
designing within a historical building fabric. Without intelligible understanding of the pre-existing structural 
systems or knowledge of the historical-value of the conditions, future designs risk unintended damages or 
even destruction. As a result, it is important to analyze such changes as the natural process of aging, those 
made by the respective user, historical circumstances or fashion and style changes. It is equally important to 
identify the rapid development of new building techniques.7

I T S

Phoio io" o f  the c\isfim:
huiklirv1.. H c li" . ( icimauy IW N i source 
< ramer. J o 'ia m io  anti S'el'au B rc itlm " 
Vehitecture in ! v s t '" ; ;  I ahnc :it:"!in  
nirUl’iiu'-c ^‘ : ?/in7 >i

3 prim ary questions o f  clients:
1-Is the lutilclint; in clanger o f collapsing?
2-Are renovation and conversion works 
financially viable?
3-What value should inform the work (economic, 
historic and idealistic J?
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|l i<'. j :>hot(v \e u e \ Berlin. ( icnr,;iny
nrelnt'i'j1 ( ninnerlield ?.f!|T. VU  laHantij

The result of such clear and precise picture of the initial conditions is evident in David Chipperfield’s project of 
the Neues Museum in Berlin. Chipperfield was able to create a modern concept while balancing the existing 
building fabric. And this, without compromising design or aesthetic aspirations.

Surveys and recordings of buildings help describe the physical fabric of the existing through “dimensions and 
structural constitution in present.”8 Adequate analysis helps provide reliable answers of the building’s strengths 
and weaknesses; examined through aesthetic qualities, and technical and material properties. These help 
justify a building’s feasibility concerning structure, financials, and inform the value of the work; economic, 
historic or idealistic. Without reducing the critical important of such information, what lacks from these surveys 
and recording is an assessment of cultural character to ensure the psychological and emotional feasibility of 
the given environment.

The Emotional Feasibility o f the Ruin-ed

1
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Dependent upon society’s receptivity to historical inheritance, the ‘value of existing’9 strongly influences the 
preservation of cultural character. “What is true for people is also true for buildings; character shows itself in 
what they do, in the decisions, choices, or actions they take. The real locus and realizations of character is in 
action, not in signs of identity added onto surfaces. ”10 However, one must argue that initial connection comes 
from one’s first reflection upon physical features of the element. Due to the fact that the ophthalmoception 
[sight] is typically the primary sense utilized when a physical element is first perceived, it is fair to state 
that the identity does carry some importance. Image may be the initial connection, giving way to character 
and behaviour, yet should not take priority over the preservation of the building fabric in problematic cases. 
Image is but superficial. Analysis of signification prevails in quality." Quantitive measures to preserve the 
architectural image of a building would risk eroding psychological understanding and emotional connection to 
the environment.

Character of an urban environment is often dependant on historical particularities of its setting. The urban 
fabrics of cities throughout are rendered recognizable over length of time through their form and arrangement. 
With the preconceived understanding that with growth comes change evokes the thought that change renders 
cities unrecognizable. The historical value of the built then bears the important task of keeping the tales of the 
given culture alive for future generations to recognize and identify with.

The concept of ‘fQRO.qn.aJy.sjq’ studies the psychology of space from the stand point of intimacy12. The idea 
stems from the nature that a being’s most intimate space acts as a protector for the ‘daydreamer’. This 
systematic psychological study helps understanding the soul of a space. The result of such comes through as 
‘fQRQRfliliq’: the love of a space occupied by the consciousness of imagination. These notions add a physical 
dimension to the psychological realm, by stating that the being’s house is engraved in its flesh. Subsequently, 
the preceding notions address the emotional feasibility of the psychoanalysis as being construed from spiritual 
realm of the soul; a feasibility that should not be overshadowed by previously stated physicality of building 
surveys and analyses.

Topoanalysis: systematic psychological studying 
o f the sites o f  our intimate lives. [Bachehtrd. 8 ]

Topophilia: the love o f places exposed by 
topocinalysis. [Bachelard. 8 /
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Gradually the constructed deteriorates and reaches a point of dilapidation within a given urban fabric. It is at 
this critical point where society must re-assess the 'value of existing’ in cultural and historic behaviours before j 
cautiously proceeding with the intervention. Without thorough understanding of the remains, new construction 
could make the existing obsolete from its surrounding historical fabric; therefore, erasing significant memories.

Traditional analysis methods inadequately assess the psychological and historical value of the existing; records 
and surveys are highly technical, therefore lacking psychological and behavioural significance. Analysis should 
reflect spatial agencies of the physical relationships and social relationships. Architectural preservation should 
be based on knowledge, structure and relationships13.

“The attribution of ethical human qualities -  honesty, modesty, virtue -  into materials does not aim at 

explanation; its purpose is to heighten our consciousness of the materials themselves and in this way to think

about their value. ” N
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While traces of deterioration can be “perceived as a form of cultural identity”15, it is their humanized qualities 
that reaches the psychological realm of consciousness. These qualities then become an extension of life 
lived by individuals, which heightens the sensibility of a given space. It is important to recognize the sense 
of a building and its continuous psychological nature through the progression of time. Adequate analysis is 
irrefutable to the cultural, historical and spiritual identity of the existing.

Referring back to the ruins of the proposed design, society must re-assess the value of the site before proceeding 
with the city’s reappropriation plans. Recent archaeological excavation proved to be an asset in technical 
understanding of passed centuries. Yet, what is the social relationship between this newly rediscovered site 
and society?

The proposal requires a balance between cultural and historical preservation and the current needs of the 
locals. After numerous site testimonies from tourists and locals alike, it is clear the demand for a public 
space of assembly and of rest. Berliners often share common courtyards and other exterior spaces amongst 
neighbours, and should therefore continue to do so on this site. The question is, how do we meet the demands 
for a multiplicity of generations at once? Some wish to forget and disregard the past, while others see a need 
for historical continuity.
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"Just as we think with our bodies, we think our bodies through architecture. ”

Marco Frascari, Drawing in the Silence, 2012.

Over time, the relationship between architecture and the body become increasingly intelligible. Neither 
architecture nor the human body can persist in time. Both evolve through the predictable factor of aging 
and through the unpredictable factors of the environment. Henry Klumb once stated about this relationship 
as a ‘fusion’: "architecture fuses man with his environment.” ' On principle, to imagine one without the other 
makes it nearly impossible. The two evolve through similar processes and are equality subjected to the same 
events and environmental changes. The fusion between architecture and the subject remains inseparable. 
Yet, while they share character qualities, both preserve their own individual traces during this fusion. There are 
inseparable, but retain their own personal memories.

Peter Zumthor introduced the term of ‘architecture pathos’: a “kind of suffering as a process of enrichment.”2 

Architecture gathers richness when traces of events are sedimented on its surfaces. This suffering maps 
movements, actions and performances of the relationship environment-being. The static permanence 
of the built progress then towards the “fullness of [its] potential-movement described as development and 
deterioration.”3 Time then accumulates rather than passes by and become its visual recording.

Continuing on this notion of suffering as a form of mapping, the surfaces subjected to such actions form 
resistance against the environment. According to Zumtor, resistance can be interpreted into two forms: the 
first, resistance as a stance against “corrosive tendencies of contemporary culture”; the second, as paradox 
of means through which the invisible makes itself visible. The latter, speaks of materiality offering itself for 
change. Subsequently, “architecture reveals life to itself”.11
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“Finishing end construction, weathering constructs finishes. ’*

WQ^tti^rjng is the result of external environmental factors. Its residing elements convey a constant connection 
to their surroundings. Constructed by the subtraction of existence, weathering holds an important relationship 
with the coherence of time. They acquire traces and scars as memento of historical events, creating present
form through past events. It brings forth interesting expressive value to materiality, acting as analogy between Wea,heni<x: Power of subtraction, finishes take

^  ~  J  o r  J '  o  ZJJ away . IM v s u i fn i i  a m i l jn t lh e r h n r m w . f i /

architecture and the human existence. Buildings like humans are not created to last forever. Both share a 
“delicate coexistence of longevity, gradual aging and sudden destruction.”6

j  I ia.6 Hook cover, (source. Viosia- 
!kv i. V oshen and Dav id ! catheroarrou 
'  in Wcatherinu. • a n < 'H- <>*'Biiild inu-. 
:r» i line f  'an’bridcc 'S'hc V II I Press.

•f-ig.5 Photo i’c la z /o ( hnn:cs:tf. V :e:va. ' ia i; . \r d n a  PaHa'.to. 
15K(.i. (source: Ylosialav:. Voshcn anti Oaval l.oatkerfrcrrnv.. « in Wea&er- 
'iii'. i !•;: I iCc of Buildings in '?ime. I .ii-r.hrn'”.'-'. Vh:: V .'"  I’rcv-.

!'W >\
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Weathering can be classified through two different senses of deterioration; aesthetic or functional. ^qriQtipppl 
dPte/ipreUop’ is defined by a breakdown or breakup of materiality, which become apparent at faults and joints. 
‘A.eM^e.tip.dQtPCiPWtlop’ is the accumulation of pstipq on surfaces, in the likes of stains or oxidation. While 
different, both share similar process of movement and energy of daily existence. These create patterns of 
spatial occupation, giving way to behavioural character that elevates material from a physical state to a state 
of consciousness.

The Emotionai Feasibility o f the Ruin-ed

Functional Deterioration = breakdown or 
breakup o f  materials us a result o f  weathering.
/Mo\iafavi and i.eatherbarruw. 31 f

Aesthetic D eteriora tion =accum ulutions due to 
weathering: Staining. fMositifovimutl.emherlxirrow. 311

David Leatherbarrow addresses the notion of architectural elements being ‘passively active’ .7 Stating the 
obvious, architectural elements neither move nor change position without external forces, and as a result they 
are passive. Circumstantially, if one can take into account their behaviours, which result from their adoptive 
capacities to environmental change and movement, then one can affirm their active state. These behavioural 
qualities are created by elements evolving through the latencies of the changing environment, changes created 
by natural processes, respective users or historical circumstances alike; weathering. The active state of the 
architectural elements is directly codependent on the external factors of these changes. It is with these natural 
behavioural responses that static elements become humanized; facilitating the understanding and connection 
between architecture and the living. The symbolic value of weathering becomes inseparable from the living 
through its familiarity and legibility of the material process.

|f 'U.-  !’ho!o. "OxiJ<iL!f>r of'Snitui-'
Berliner I >ora. < t im e r ” .
"•■’lircv: V  ( ■n'lv.v.ui
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Aesthetics

“I did not grow up, thank God, in a stylish hom e.., there was the writing tablei There was an ink stain on it; my  

sister Hermine had knocked over the inkwell when she was a little baby... Every piece o f furniture, every thing, 

every object had a story to tell, a family history. The house was never finished; it grew  along with us and we

grew  within it. ” 
Peter ZumthoY

Architecture voices the events of the forgotten past. Through physical deposit and removal of layers,
architecture offers an insightful tale of the events lived within said spatial boundaries. Scratches on surfaces, 3 3

stains or buildups on the finishes, and edges worn and polished by use bear witness to use and misuse of
the built environment. These aesthetic changes are not only deformations nor only negative subtractions of
the finished construction. Its ‘functional deterioration’, whether arguably beautiful or unsightly, brings forth a
romantic appreciation of aging through the sublime9. The process of subtracting from the finishes builds a
rough quality to the environment that is relatable to society’s fascination with ruins. There is an intimate quality
to ruins that communicates an authenticity to the aging process of a building fabric. John Ruskin argued :
that the ‘aesthetic value’ was directly linked to its age and such “value should not be impaired by modern
interventions.”10

It is important to clarify the difference between what is beauty and what is sublimity. Beauty can be defined 
by smoothness with ‘easy and gradual transition’. Sublimity is all that is defined as roughness and ‘abrupt 
alterations’." The latter dates back to the era of the Enlightment, with Emmanuel Kant and his Kantian subject; 
discussed in the following chapters. More importantly, the Enlightment brought the style of Romanticism.
Romanticism was the height of the sublime and a ‘naturalness’ that many sought.
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Physical Connections

Initial reflection upon an object comes from a scientific level; its proportional, material, all things tangible. “The 
first step is situating the object in the world and treating is as a fragment [of one's] extension.” 12 Their fused 
relationship enables one to be read as an extension of the other as their share the same evolutions of changes. ;
They are subjected to the same changes brought by the accumulation of times through architectural pathos.
Subsequently, this suffering opens the sense of materiality and character as plausible relation between the 
human and architecture.

Sennett defines this process as ‘material consciousness’13 with the actions of altering, marking, or identifying 
oneself with materials, which are three ways of arousing the consciousness. The latter of the three ways, 
identifying materials with ourselves, is facilitated by relationships between the body and, its surroundings.
There is a harmonious order that simplifies recognition of image. This 'harmonic' sense is supported by many 
scholars through Vitruvius’s concept of the “ideal proportions of the human figure” H; Vitruvian Man.
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jFig X Drawing- "V iin ivian Man’'. J.uonarcio !)a 
Vinci (source: t'csanivri''. ’ cdi'iiip ot'V itnn 
I )c Arch'tcctura t :

“ For i f  a man he placed fla t on his hack, with his hands and feet extended, and a pair o f compasses 
centered at his navel, the fingers and toes o f his two hands and feet w ill touch the circumference o f  
a circle described therefrom. And just as the human body yields a circular outline, so too a square 
figure may be found front.il. For i f  we measure the distance from the soles o f  the feet to the top o f the \
head, and then apply that measures to the outstretched arms, the breadth w ill be found to be the same 

as the height." * Vitruvius Pollio, De Architecture! 3.1.2-3

The ‘Vitruvian Man’ is a representation of the human figure in relation nature’s proportions. Such representation
is not unique to nature alone but also attempts the relate a building to the human body by “a process of mimetic ;
identification.”15 The symbolic meaning of the representation aims to explain the proportions and mathematical 
ratios found in the human figure, nature, and in many cases the built environment of the urban fabric. These 
proportions and ratios greatly facilitate the human mind to relate its physical being to those of architecture.
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Subsequently, the physical connection between architecture and the living is not limited to proportions. The 
dialectic connection between the built world and the embodied being is equality evident through the previously 
discussed concept of weathering, and it natural evolution on materiality. The patina and traces brought through 
the process of weathering and aging correlates with the aging process of the human being. While the passing 
of time cannot be observed by the naked eye, its repercussion can be seen on both architecture and the 
living. For humans, this can be described as a natural biologic disfigurement of the skin attained through the 
process resistance to time. Scars, traces and cracks are all disfigurements of surfaces and share the likes in 
both existing entities. As these become the evidence of the entities’ capacity for resistance, the process of 
exchange between forces and counterforces are shared by all things within the shared surrounding. All things 
bear witness to time and these environmental forces.

Mortality -  Human-Like qualities

Reoccurring themes in Hays’ book on Sanctuaries are that of ppthrppptnp/pbipixi and t>io/T]qrphi,spi. The first 
relates to human-like quality of architecture, and the latter, to its naturally occurring shapes.16 This relates back 
to the previously discusses notions of the architectonics as extension of the human body. With said fusion, 
architecture inherits a form of anthropomorphism. The human mind describes its perception of this fusion 
by imposing human-like qualities to describe the accumulation of time. It is equally agreeable to discuss the 
presence of biomorphism with the built environment. Sharing similar perception, the notion of biomorphism 
is achieved with naturally occurring shapes of the architectonics. With human presence and movement, the 
built environment becomes altered by the human body. With time, the accumulations of these changes start to 
evolve jnto natural, human-like forms that result in its architectural pathos.

39

Anthropomorphism: humun-like quality. [H ay ] 

Biomorphism: naturally o m trr in g  shape*. / Hay/
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Like Hay, Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow often bring forth the idea of human-like qualities when describing ! 
the gradual changes a building undergoes, defining it as a formation of a “skin” or ‘patina’17 on surfaces. ■ 
Architecture is an extension of the human body. Its aesthetic and functional behaviours share highly similar 
mortality traits and changes as the human body. Referring back to the likes of philosophers Aristotle and Plato, ! 
while dating centuries, many of their statements remain vastly adaptable to this modernized day and age. . 
Aristotle assert that ‘architecture imitates’ the living.18 This statement strengthened the position that all that is 
constructed will ‘imitate’ or mirror the qualities of its human presence.

"Love of life is nourished and sustained by the continuous motions of the human hand as it whitewashes, day 

after day, the walls and the doorsteps and window-sills of buildings. "And gradually, day by day, as each new  ! 
coat o f white-wash covers the previous one, these surfaces seem to acquire a soft, warm, human like skin.. . ”

Konstantinidis 19 :

While ‘functional deterioration’ relates back to ruination and sublimity, the smoothness of ‘aesthetic deterioration’ ' 
gives way to humanized properties. As the human hand gradually polishes traces of its journey on the surface, ; 
the properties of the changing material allows architecture to be rendered with similarities of the human skin.20 
Yet, sublimity is neither forgotten in the mortality of architecture as its weathering is a manifestation of the j 
aging process of both human body and building.21 The state of mortality of the body in relation to time is ( 
mirrored through the built. Neither persists in time, and for both, their physical being will deteriorate to the state ! 
of oblivion. :
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The accumulation of time becomes visible through means of weathering. Time does not pass nor is it in this 
sense the literal meaning of time, as is read on the clock or calendar. Rather, the unfolding architectural pathos 
is recorded by virtual time. It is freed from "the morbid inertia of ‘cradle to cradle inevitability, permitting a 
renewable narrative.”22

The gradual accumulation of patina inverts the roles of art and nature in the performance of narrative. Nature 
in this sense finishes the ‘finished’ construction. What is often stated as ‘finished’ is nothing but the mere 
beginning of the accumulation of time on the built surfaces. The weathering of such can be read in two 
opposing perception. In the literal sense of the physical alteration of materiality, weathering is argued as a 
minus to the finishing. Yet, the themes discussed previously support the notion of the weathered as a plus 
by its richness of meaning. With this positive connotation, it is more easily understandable of the human 
perception of the environment as an extension of itself. What the human body observes is the progression of 
architecture as a mirrored reality of itself.
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Conclusive to the abovementioned, architecture transform into the form of representation. It accumulates 
pattern of connections and events that help create its identity; when the built begins to identify itself within 
the given milieu, it begins to become something that it was not. It begins to represent pathways of experience 
of the relationship of environment-being. These pathways construct narratives in return, which enables the 
memory of experiences and understanding.

As previously stated, the accumulation of time becomes visible through weathering. Like the historical building 
surrounding the design site, the ruins of this one, even while covered for decades beneath a parking lot, have 
gathered layers of weathered elements. These are what allowed for technical understanding of passed events 
during the archaeological excavation. The accumulation of marking and deterioration of the fragments add a 
richness of meaning to the site, one that facilitates one’s initial experience and understanding with the site. The 
mentioned patina expresses the identity of the location as it is observed in return on the human body. Such 
details are left to be preserved and highlighted with the proposed intervention.

The Emotional Feas'O/Wy of the Ruin-ed
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In addition, proportions play an important role in the design process. Human proportions as well as preconceived 
notion of religious architectural proportions are mirrored in elements throughout the site to help maintain the 
connection between the human body and its observations of the surroundings.
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“[Sjeeing with the mind's eye.” 

Myles Burnyeat'

Disregard of the existing during new construction would inadvertently lead to a dislocation between history and 
the experiential mind. What makes preservation successful is its ability to create a space that, at once, inspires 
and engages strangers and inhabitants alike with the surrounding ‘existing-value’. “[I]ts apparent foreignness 
and seemingly unintelligible message from the past”2 create the sense of 'objet trouve’. Understanding the 
nature of the new construction as an added layer to the preexisting enables the mind to experience the spatial 
transformation as a continuum. The new is but a found layer to the palimpsest of past events.

The authenticity of architectural experience comes from multi-sensory understanding of the continuum. 
Utilization of the human’s traditional five senses enables the mind to undergo a sense of belonging and 
heightened sense of knowledge. Arguably, however, ophthalmoception [sight] has become the predominant 
sensory realm in modern architecture. Suppression of ‘inferior’ senses diminishes the built’s potential to 
engage and enhance spatial experience. Without the combined sensory realms, connection between the mind 
and the architectural experience is ruptured. Ruptured connection between the built and the mind increases 
the loss of information and understanding. The ‘ppijiptexjty .hypothesis?, which is the differential latencies by 
age groups, slows considerably in older generations when said connections become increasingly difficult to 
understand.

Complexity Hypothesis: Latencies o f  older adults 
are longer than latencies o f  younger adults by a 
constant proportion. j u i . i
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Buildings generally outlast human life expectancy. They survive generations. Their ‘permanent’ orientation 
makes use of them as “bearers and points of orientations in individual and collective memory”4, facilitating 
a deeper experience and connection to the space. Looking at the neurological and psychological science of 
memory, one can easily state that memory is indirectly proportionate to time. As time passes, the human mind 
quantitatively depreciates. Humans tend to remember less as they age due to unsound beliefs they develop 
in regards to the nature of memory and the strategies appropriate to memory tasks. Often, culture instills the 
notion that “memory declines are both inevitable and irremediable”5. Me.t3rP £tw y, which is a study of ‘age- 
related impairments in memory’6, has several hypotheses that explain this deficit.

Firstly, one should state that age differences are quantitative rather than qualitative7 when considering the 
age-related memory impairment between younger and older adults. The deficits are in the processes. If testing 
strategies are varied, the quality of memory remains relatively unchanged with the age variable. Older adults 
have a ‘dtn?ipisih.e&9 tjqntippal papgqity’ in comparison to younger generations. The theoretical reasoning is 
that as humans age, they do not engage themselves as deep nor in as elaborative semantics8. In addition, 
older generations theoretically rely more on external memory aids, while the latter generations may depend 
more on internally based piqe/T]Qniqq.

53

i Metamemory: knowledge o f  the memory 
demands imposed by different tasks, situations 

' or strategies used to improve memory in given 
situations, tu^u. 334+.i

Diminished Attentional Capacity: a popular 
hypothesis that older adults are less likely than 
younger ones to engage in appropriate self- 
initiated encoding or retrieval strategies because 
the aging process is associated with reduces 
attentional capacity, a capacity taxed by use o f  
strategies, tu^iu. 3 3 4 + .1

Mnemonic: device such as a pattern o f 
letters, ideas, or associations that assists in 

remembering something. iUi>tu. 334*./





Picture Superiority Effect: [concept j  pictures are 
remembered better than words. itJs>hi. J34*./
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Consequently, ‘pic.tgr.e. swRQrio.rity .eftepf show that picture-associations are better remembered than other 
strategies. The mind has a greater ease with ‘associative pathways’ between visual aids, that which relates 
back to the architectural experience of memory. The physical traces layered on the ‘patina’ of buildings act as 
visual aids to the memory. They facilitate the human mind to associate these visual characteristics with similar 
traits of past events or experiences.

In their book On Weathering, The Life of buildings in Time, Mostafavia and Leatherbarrow go a step further 
in stating that “the authentic directness of the original fabric is much stronger than a story or an image.”9 This 
orientation highlights the importance of continuity in architecture. Cramer and Stefan also strengthen this by 
writing: “[...] portrayal of images, plain representation of an appearance can easily lead to the unintentional 
loss of substance and that the reconstruction of a previous condition devalues the historical reality as well as 
the present.”10

The concept of memory rests on the facts that although it may depreciate with time the authenticity if the 
existing enabling memory is much greater than quantitative representation. Memories are not remembered 
but rather past events lived anew with the entwined present." It is part of the current experience and not 
a remembered experience of past events. “[Irretrievable] history is fossilized, memories stand, they do not 
move. [,..]lt is space, not time, which invokes memories.”12

Psychological Perception

The first level of reflection comes from the human’s traditional senses: ophthalmoception (sight), audioception 
(hearing), gustaoception (taste), olfacception (smell), and tactioception (touch). They are the ‘food’ to the mind 
and to the psychological understanding of the surroundings. Subsequently, these physiological capacities 
supply information for perception. The perceived object is defined by one’s sensibility to the objective conditions 
in which it is located. By situating an object in one’s surroundings, the object is treated as a ‘fragment of 
extension'.13
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Phenom enology o f Perception

ip Hi Hook a n  cr. Maurice Mcrlcau- 
T>om\. (source: M crleau-l’on ty  Vlauncc. 
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MiiUer-Lyer illusion; the "addition o f  auxiliary  
lines renders two objectively equal shape 

■ unequal" Law o f Consistency. iM e r le a u -P m rw U /
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Objectification is “establishing an objective science of subjectivity”14. By changing the direct context of an : 
object, the subjective nature of perception renders the object different. As observed in a simple gesture as
the Muller-Lyer illusion, the object is subjective to boundaries. Yet, not only is objectification subjectively 57
susceptible to ‘borders’ but also to the ‘contour’.

“[T]he memories need to be made possible by the physiognomy o f the givens in order for them to come 

to complete the perception.[ . .. ]  Prior to any contribution by memory, that which is seen must currently be 

organized in such a way as to offer me a scene in which I can recognize my previous experiences." ,s

The nature of the perceived is not about exactitude. To perceive is to accept ambiguity, ‘haziness’ and to allow 
the objectification to be shaped by the milieu. Yet, authenticity of positioning of these fragmented ‘objects’ will 
facilitate the understanding of the perceived. The most effective way to communicate information of fragmented 
architecture is to position the remains in an authentic surrounding. Remains of a column should not lie on the 
ground in its fragmented presence, but should be displayed in its rightful place and angle. “[Njever can two 
terms be identified, perceived, or understood as the same,’’16 but the association by authenticating its presence 
can bring back past experience to mind. When the fragmented takes the illusion of ‘apres coup’, the human 
mind can experience the present space by reconnecting with previous memories. The illusion imitates past 
events as recalled by memory.
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“[T]he totality o f nature as the sum of all objects of experience forms a system according to transcendental 

laws, which the understanding itself gives a priori to appearances, insofar as their connection in one

consciousness is to constitute experience. ” 

Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason r

Pj-Qqjijqt^.grptitt^QtiJCQ'8 is attained when spatial atmosphere supplies a subjective experience to what the 
location is missing on its own. The poetical atmosphere brings meaning to the absent. It opens experience 
to the subjective consciousness by eliminating transient time.19 The poetic image becomes the soul of past 
events and alludes a place of intimacy and memory for the mind of the beholder; a subjective escape for 
the conscious. Such phenomenon was described as ‘ptiewmPTOlpgippl tragrjippts.’ in the book Architecture 
in Existing Fabric, an approach concentrating “on the study of consciousness and the objects of direct 
experience.”20

Michel Foucault stated in his lecture Des espaces autres (Of Other Spaces), while talking about utopias: 
“they are sites that have a general relation of direct or inverted analogy with the real space of society. They 
present society itself in a perfected form, or else society turned upside down, but in any case these utopias 
are fundamentally unreal spaces.”21 He brings forth the idea of otherness, where the spaces are neither here 
nor there. This idea of otherness relates back the conscious state of mind, the unreal space. The human 
consciousness occupies in this sense a 'placeless place’; a place that does not exist in a physical sense of 
the present but gives shadow to meaning and understanding of the poetical soul of the space. By contrast, 
Foucault introduces the notion of heterotppjq: a space of duality, an extent of physical reality and mental 
consciousness. The concept of heterotopia is the point in space where, simultaneously, one is occupying a 
physical space and a mental space. Heterotopia is a space that is secluded from society and can only be reach 
by passing through a threshold. This notion relates back to the idea of being transformed into a ‘placeless 
place’, yet occupying a space of consciousness. Allowing reality to be transformed in another dimension is the 
only way of attaining the heighten space.

Productive Architecture: its settings supply what 
1 the given location is unable to give on its own.

It.e o ilte rb tir ro w . 3 3 .)

Phenomenological Fragments: the science o f  
phenomena as distinct from  that o f the nature o f
being. /C ro m e r a m i l i r e i l l i r i 'r .  2 J . /

Heterotopia: a sort o f  simultaneously mythic and 
real contestation o f the space in which we live.
f l 'o u r tm lf .  2 4 .)
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Subconsciousness to Consciousness

“Consciousness is detaching oneself from it in order to shift to the consciousness of the world. ” ” ;

Perception is constructed through the mind’s consciousness of its surroundings. One’s understanding of how 
materiality comes to be enables the conscious to fuse the world into a perceived knowledge. Yet, through 
subconsciousness the mind is able to equivocate the notion of ideal knowledge brought by consciousness, 
and discover the individuality of the poetic image by means of personal analysis. It is not meant to be a 
descriptive thought of a given space, but rather to direct the mind's consciousness towards it.

Subconsciousness is independent of descriptive space. It revises consciousness through thought and 
dreaming invoked by the soul of the past and the spatial qualities of the present. P£y<?f)Qqn,qJysjq solicits the 
subconscious into a state of awareness to help guide the ‘placeless place’ to find a sense of being in place.
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“We are never real historians, but always near poets, and our emotion is perhaps nothing but an expression of

a  poetry that was lost. "n

The mind’s psychological connection to architecture is tasked to join practicality and imagination. While general 
science separates the two, spatial experience of the built requires inhabitants and visitors alike to be present 
in the physical environment as well we in the psychological realm of consciousness. Poetic image augments 
the value of the perceived and the value of reality, the present physical state of being.

63

Experience is but a memory lived anew through the intersection of these two realms. Endel Tulving proposed 
that memory was also devised into two systems: gpijwiti<? .rpqtjipry and gpisp.djq .rpetppry. The former 
relates back to the practical sense of knowledge, and the latter to information of events and 'temporal-spatial 
relationships among events’.24 While the two systems are for the most part independent, semantic memory 
can influence episodic memory. Subsequently, this relates back to the concept that the physical reality of a 
space can highly influence the subjective experience of the given space, but is not solely dependent on it.

Semantic Memory: the store o f knowledge 
needed fo r language use. tugiu, 3 5 2 .1

Episodic Memory: the store o f  information about 
temporally dated episodes o r events, and the 
temporal-spatial relations among events. //j?/». 
3 5 2 ./

While memory is the fruit of experience, subconsciousness is the soul of consciousness. Paul Ricoeur’s
: Paradox of rtcium : a productive reference to a

‘pg[qctoxq,f fictiqq’ references this 'placeless place’ as a world that does not exist. It is a fragmented imaginative workI that does not in fact exist, fPaut Hk oenr in.
ijpntherbnrrow, J lJ.f

state of mind, but together with reality the subjective experience becomes whole. Atmosphere and experience 
are part of the energy [vie] that was never designed, but are created by the mythical subconscious of spatial 
behaviours.
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In the case of the intervention, the conning together of both the physical state, or the body as discussed in 
the previous chapter, and the psychological state, the mind, is of great importance. While proportions and 
weathering mirrors the progression of the human body against time, the mind of the being is equally affected 
as time progresses. The design aims to join the practicality of the physical properties with the imagination of 
the psychological. While the visitor is present in the physical realm, the challenge is to create an environment 
where he can experience the site with a deeper connection, i.e. the imaginative state of subconsciousness.

As experience is memory relived anew, the concept of the intervention is to allow visitors to form their own 
experience based on previous memories the site may trigger. By using simple shapes and properties to hint of 
poetic experience, the atmosphere becomes the energy that feeds the mind. The eeriness of certain elements 
as the reflection of ‘coffins like’ shaped light on the grounds of the ruins hints both at the site’s past cemetery, 
while its simplistic form and recognizable proportions help aid the mind to a self-imaginative state of memory.

Other aspect as the distorted staircase descending on the grounds and the obstacles strategically place, along 
with the play of sounds throughout allows for the psychological state of mind to put aside everyday thoughts 
and let the mind wonder into a world of psychological experience.

“One can define experience as every perception being a  perception o f something.,C1
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The identity of a building is defined by aesthetic qualities. Its character is defined by the actions and performance 
of the spatial atmosphere. When one is able to pass beyond the technological and aesthetic state of its 
surroundings, a heighten sense of the environmental and social milieu can be discovered through lateral 
connections. These connections animate the spatial character of the built. The poetic expressions become not 
from the mind but rather from the phenomenology of the soul; core and essence of experience.

Martin Heidegger makes use of the word ‘stimmung’ to describe the meaning of this heighten spatial 
characteristic. In reference to 'stimmung' he states: “While a room’s atmosphere is unmistakable and 
overpowering, all attempts to explain its several sources or causes are defeated by the unity, or indecision 
of the total circumstance.”' This sense of characteristic ambiguity facilitates individual interpretations and 
connections through their ‘performativity’. The spirit cannot be described, but only felt through its performance. 
Cramer and Stefan identify this sense of spirit and identity as lQ§nig§ J_PĈ  in the writing of Architecture in 
Existing Fabric.2

7 1

Genius Loci: the spirit and identity o fu  place.

fC ram er ant/ ftre iilin t*. I  it . I
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The Invisible

(! k’ . iJ-.uik cm a: ' ' hv- i'ronii.-piccc iiv in  
!'rai!m*s Durv.-n'-. The I'cjnplc of'Nature". fv>urcc: 
i)a r« i:'. I rssm cv f ha m rm !c a; Vmmm 1

Arthemis of Ephesus, (veiled goddess) Goddess of woodland and wild nature

Inscribed on the temple of Isis 'Mother Nature'"I am all that is and that was and 
that shall be, and no mortal hath lifted my veil."

73

In Greek mythology, Arthemis of Ephesus is Goddess of woodland and wild nature. She is often referred to 
as the veiled goddess. For Immanuel Kant and other philosophers, she symbolizes the philosophical concern 
of the ‘nature of truth’. She alludes to the philosophy that human reason is able to grasp the ‘idealized truth’, 
but is unable to “[see] the truth behind the veil of sensory appearance.”3 In the Kantian subject of the sublime, 
the veiled goddess is equated with the Pjpg an.sjqh, designating ‘something that cannot be known’. “[It] allows 
the subject to understand the world even though the subject can never know it.” Thus, the play of perception 
is elevated from an objectified form to a unified sense of imagination and perceived understanding. The 
detachment from ‘form’ opens the mind to phenomenal representation that is beyond the psychological realm 
of being. Truth is not what you can measure. It is the embodied perception and invisible qualities beyond 
mathematical perception.

Ding an xiclt [KanlJ: something that cannot he 
known, ///m?/
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Drawing. " ( icniiis I ;i\e i!im i a Hi:.'! »
Part 3: I run; the M iddle An;-, U: the Murder:; ! n r I itirt’ r.nt'.'.te P u u u ; : : 2 '■ . 'i ': 
20! 2 Wch. IX i-c'.i. 2013
(source http*Vhui5i;in:s!;cr>:).uiM!isn'.c'im'2 0 ! ' ;,)7 23 : - in -l’ '" - ! i is t ' 'r' 
ihv.n-thc-nMdiH'.’-agcs-to -fe -tr’.o-.'cv.-cra ;l

“The most important things are often those one doesn't see.”

Peter Zum thor4

It is often said that one is not defined by words, but rather by one’s character and behaviour. Architecture is 
no different. Space is not defined by aesthetics. The soul of the milieu is what defines architecture and its 
surroundings. The invisible breathes life through the built. It animates the static and facilitates the human 
perception at the height of the philosophical realm. To ‘see’ the truth behind the veil, one must open their sense 
of.being to the realm beyond the idealized.

The Emotional Feasibility o! the Ruin-ed
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Phenomenal Perception

Phenomenal perception is about the relationships of one’s vision, imagination and understanding of the 
essence. According to Merleau-Ponty, vision is two-sided. The first entails the hPCi?Q0 and the second, 
the peripheral focus. The horizon allows the object to be virtually situated, while the latter ‘closes off’ the 
surrounding to ‘open-up’ the object. The perception of presence is given to the object by its surrounding 
‘mirrored gazes’. The “[ojbject is the mirror of all the others surrounding it.” 5 The surrounding forms a system 
of spectators feeding thoughts to the perceived.

The mind gives a translucent quality to architecture by presuming a synthesis of properties that are not in the 
direct path of vision. The 'mirrored gazes’ are not meant to be a precise and complete testimony of the truth. 
Subsequently, as architecture bears witness to peripheral mirrors, it solicits recognition of all and from all 
times. The horizon bears presence of the past and the present. Consequently, architecture and the built world 
mirrors the characteristics of the temporal perspective.

Today, architectural discourse rejects the logical a priori, yet still remains bound to ‘cosmos and cosmological 
picture; projection of ethical future. Humans are not complete without their surroundings.6 In this sense, 
architecture becomes an extension of the human body and evolution, which brings the notion of ‘circular 
causality’.7 Mind, body and spirit are all interdependent, and in result, bears heavily on perception.

Horizon: assures identity o f an object throut’h o u t f f  
exploration. IM c rtta n  I ’onlv. 7(>t

Circular causality:
[mind-body-world] a series o f events where each 
one is caused by the one before it. and the first 
one is caused by the las tj Haiti
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Narrative

"Narration created humanity. ” 

Pierre Janet, L ’Evolution de la memoire e t la notion de temps, 1928?

79

Narrative can travel through properties of physical objects or from simply word-to-mouth accounts of connected 
events. When considering the former dialogue of narration, the symbolic value of the object is inseparable 
from its awareness of material condition. Sennett states, “its creators thought the two together.”9 Referring 
back to metamorphosis, material consciousness is provoked by shifts in technique during the fabrication. 
Thus, these shifts become the connected events, the telltales of the narrative. Its counter part, ‘presence’ 
which are the marking of the maker, can arguably relate to the presence one leaves on the surface of the built 
when knowingly changing said properties to mark one’s involvement in an event.

Metamorphosis: chunge in procedure, varying 
technique. fS ennen. 120-1

Presence: registered by maker’s murk [i.e. 
brickmuker’s stamp j. isenneu. 120.1

Anthropomorphnsis: impute o f  human qualities 
to raw material, /senium. 120.1

Poesis does not mean creating, but rather bringing out the work of the craftsman. “He himself is not a creator 
but a poet.”10 Poetry feeds the architectural spirit, creating a dialogue of the built that cannot be neglected. This 
form of narrative is invisible, meaning without the inhabitant or visitor's openness to the spiritual environment, 
the narrative cease to exist. The architectural spirit becomes the storyteller, the poet, while the built transforms 
into the theatrical stage for the storyteller.
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Markings purposely left behind as reminder of previous involvement, such as 
the ones seen on the walls of the reconstructed Reichstag in Berlin (Germany), 
provoke emotional narration within an environment. Norman Foster was the 
architect tasked to reconstruct the Reichstag from ruins of the building's outer 
shell and few interior momentous fragmentations. Now referred to as the Bund
estag (federal assembly), it houses the lower legislative of Germany. Vet, its 
symbolic presence remains one of the most visited by tourists. The building's 
preserved ruins help enable a dialogue between the present day's visitors and 
the past's witnesses.
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Performance

Performance is key definition to the architectural spirit.and existence of the built." It communicates through 
a continuous dialogue from construction throughout all past and present events. There are two types of 
architectural performances. The first, technical and productive, can be exact and predictable. The second type 
of performance is contextual and projective. The latter of both types is communicated through “circumstantial 
contingencies of built work.”12

Walter Benjamin once wrote in The Storyteller. “ ...[Tjhe counsel is less than an answer to a question than a 
proposal concerning the continuation of a story which is the process of unfolding.”13 Architectural performance 
relates back to the act of storytelling. It is not about giving answers, facts or information, but rather about telling 
a story that one can find its own conclusion to. It’s a process of evoking thoughts. In relation, the process is 
to evoke thoughts that can enable individual understanding of an entirely different state of mind, a different 
space of being. The act of transformation comes through as an act of storytelling. The character and spirit of 
the milieu are telling a story that one finds a psychological connection with.

There are three steps to performance: actor, order and audience. The actor is the medium between order 
and audience. Such is the personification of the architectonic spirit and behavioural qualities. Order is the 
space to identify with, but is also a distance. Order allows for a new state of mind. The audience, or subject, 
needs to become an extension of the space, while remaining at a distance. Distance enables space for 
individual interpretation. The latter of the three steps, audience, is the catharsis, and is only achieved by the 
play’s success to capture the psychological realm of the subject.14 Performance is only then achieved by the 
marriage of the three.

83

#

fKig. 15 I’ liolo. Mcmor> Void. Jewish 
M iM iim . Berlin. Ciermiuw. 2 'H x  
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In his extract of Sanctuaries, Michael Hays writes about the last works of John Hejduk and the architectural 
spirits that they possess. In these, Hejduk moved beyond mathematical concerns and more towards 
allegorical forms of the spiritual functions of architecture; architecture as a sanctuary, the passage and the 
transformation.15 This idea relates back to the ‘.Q^aiyS J^opj’ where the architectural spirit overshadows the 
physicality of a given environment. Spirit is not to be seen but felt through spatial characters and behavioural 
performances of a heightened realm.

The mind consumes a superior nature of the being and of the objective realm. With a combination of mythical 
thought and scientific thought in said sublime, the subject discovers “a higher purposiveness, and thus his own 
unshakable foundation.”16 Through a sense of substance and organization from phenomenal transparency, the 
mind is able to construct two separate spatial groupings. The fluctuation of space between these enable to 
both connect and understand from the clear, physical order of the surrounding, while the ambiguity of truth in 
individual forms allows for individual sense of perception.

This last chapter brings the proposed intervention full circle. On principle, the notion that body, mind and spirit 
are all interconnected and dependant on one another helps clarify the overall intension of the design. The 
Intervention is not a manifestation of events past, but rather the performance of these stories. As the extent 
of the site is layers upon layers of historical events, the location becomes weighted by the complexity of its 
narratives and their non-linearity.
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The narratives are present through their fragmented reality of the ruins. Some lost, others altered by later 
events, they all posses an equal architectural spirit. The invisible nature of the architectural spirits overshadows 
the lack, or fragmented physicality of the chosen site. The ‘truth’ of the past may be unattainable, yet the notion 
of ambiguity helps feed the mind for individual interpretation and transformation. The spirit of the invisible 
gives performance and understanding to the surrounding environment, the physicality, while the order of such 
is not to be disregarded. j

The circular causality of the body, mind and spirit ties the proposed sequence of the design within a given : 
order. While it is discussed that the architectural spirit is at the heightened sense of perception, it is arguable 
that without the proposed sequential journey that level of transformation might not be reached without the 
support of its interrelationships with body and mind. The sense of organization of the proposed intervention , 
gives way to a transparency that allows the mind to navigate between two worlds.

With this comes recognition of the mental consciousness and awareness of the flexibility and malleability of : 
the world. The fluctuation between spatial groupings enables individuals to connect and understand from the 
physical reality and the sense of perception. Achieving the rightful balance to create this moment reflects back 
on the initial approach and consideration for the value of the chosen site.
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RUIN-ED?

i i i i i  if- Drawing, James ( nsor. "M v Portrait in 
i ‘) M f  ctclim*:. 1888. (source: \u g iM e  'faevem ie'
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The ppifipld.epti9  .QpppgiJ:Qrjjin registers both the weathering of functional and aesthetic deteriorations. Both 
have an inherent quality of subtracting from the ‘finish’; therefore, is there a point in time when the subtraction 
overcomes the existence of the built? Are the residual fragments ruining architecture as a whole?

“Ruined works can allow complete forms to appear, not despite but by means of deterioration.” 1 This continuity 
allows historical events to persist in the present. The authenticity of this process allows to refute the notion 
of the ‘finished’ and the ‘ruined’. The revelation of intimate qualities of the aging process mirrors those of the 
human being. While at some point in time, the human body will meet its death, its spiritual presence is argued 
to persevere through the spatial environment of the surrounding. What is true of the human being is true of 
the architectonics. The spiritual perception completes the invisible presence of the absent. In result, ruins 
encompass a higher presence of ‘truth’ and authenticity than the newly finished construction. Ruins are the 
vehicles of experience and understanding. Such sublimity is the ‘idealized’ perception of life.

C o in c id e n tiu  O p p o s ilo ru m : ju x ta p o s itio n  o f
r o u g h  i U l d  S m o o t h  f l ju i th r r h a r r o w .  1071

Echoes from past centuries equally heighten society’s interest in ruins and their architectural temporality. 
Sustained interest in the picturesque and sublimity feed the preoccupation of finishes and roughness by 
association to the ruins.
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Temporal

In architecture, time takes on both physical and philosophical traits of the meaning. For one, traces of time 
become apparent by the visible scars previous events left on the building fabric. These layers of scaring are not 
generally in successive order. They become intertwined and become a complex ensemble of witnesses. Their 
lack of successive order facilitates more narratives from their performativity, which in results lets the subject 
imagine its own interpreted narrative to said space. Secondly, time leaves behind philosophical residue in the 
form of poetic dialogue.2 The action of time resurrects the past and connects it with the present.

After completion of construction, a building is invariably subject to various future transformations. With buildings 
not constructed to last forever, decay begins at the moment the last craftsman leaves the space. Sedimentation 
and saturation brings life and character to materiality. Their temporal processes turn the invisible nature of 
the surfaces visible. The traces these acquire do not limit the point of orientation to the past, but yet allows 
continuity to these narratives by voice of the present. “Each moment of time gives itself as a witness to all the 
others.”3
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Fragments

With decay and the destructive nature of architecture, comes the sensibility of fragmentation. Like Carlo 
Scarpa’s mise-en-scene of history, the dissection and fragmentation of residual elements is one of the 
prominent means of fusing design and history as one. Presentation of such fragments is of sensitive nature. 
Design treatments vary in response to their irregularities in counter balance of the design aesthetics of the 
formal intervention. Yet, the framing of elements needs to be addressed by means of inherent historical ! 
image. The mind’s associative path responds to memory of past events. The present’s perception of the

1
fragmentation has repercussion on the subject’s understanding and individual connection. The presentation 
of historical fragments can either facilitate recollection by associations of past memories and understanding, ; 
relived anew in the present state, or if virtually disconnected from past utility, the fragment risk to become an 
objectified detail for the pure purpose of present art. Fragments need not to be framed as sculptures, painting 
image of events past. They require continuity of narration from past to present. In order to allow this continuity, 
fragments should be authentically situated.
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Systematic order allows for historical distance. The visual detail solicits an apparent importance in the situated. 
Distance between the past’s fragmented and today’s finish allows individual interpretation and transformation 
of consciousness.

Ruins

With the 18th century came the rise of material consciousness, ruins and their sublimity. The romanticized notion 
of the ruins provoked new sensibility of fragmentation, deterioration and decay. All resulting as consequences 
of time, aging, events and counterforces of nature, their shared similarities to the evolution of the human being 
was apparent. The mind saw in architecture what it saw in the human progression. With this sense, the mind 
discovered a heightened 'purposiveness’ in the perceived.

“We do not comprehend ruins until we have become ruins ourselves. ’’
Heinrich H e in J

Understanding of the circular causality between the body, mind and spirit enables connections between human 
and architecture to be heightened to a new realm of consciousness. Over centuries, fragmented remains left 
from effects of ambient environment resulted in confused geometry and interruption of rhythmical elements. 
This sense of incomplete left the ‘original’ form in midst of speculations.
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Hedmarksmuseet, by Sverre Fehn, Norway

The Ruins of the Medieval Cathedral
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Case study: Hedmarksmuseet

These Medieval ruins of a Cathedral 
are part of the Hedmarksmuseet. One 
of its prominent elements that make 
this project successful as historical 
preservation is its preservation 

I of historical atmosphere. The 
sense when entering a Cathedral,

' the heightened sense of awe is 
; captivated by the modern structure 
above. While the Cathedral is left 
in a fragmented state, its spirit still 1 0 3  

. speaks the narrative of its spatial 
attribute.

: With this, the idea of body and 
, proportion plays a great importance 
' in highlighting what once was 
i without having to replicate the past.
The ruins are left untouched and 
unmoved, as they are not ‘displayed’

. as museum like artifacts, but rather 
left to continue its process of aging 
as new layers are added by present 
event. The notion of historical and 
narrative continuation lets the mind 
wonder into its own interpretations 
and connections.
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Kolumba Museum, by Peter Zumthor, Germany
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Case study: Kolumba Museum

Much like the previous case study, 
the Kolumba Museum was founded 
on religious ruins. Yet, arguably, 
this project does not come across 

. as successful as the previous. We 
are not talking about the project as 

! beautiful architecture, but rather 
the notion a narrative and its 
continuity. One of the key elements 

I of this project is the play of light 
and shadow, which while inside the 

' museum walking over the ruins thesei 05 
i give the sense of a ghostly present 
of the past. However, these are 

: diminished in their communication 
: of architectural spirit as one 
continues onward is subjected to 

I harsh, overhead lighting. In addition 
to the added modern lights and 

‘ their ‘display’ qualities, the strong 
i shadow casted by the railings of the 
bridge one walks on creates a break 

; between the relationship of the 
human and the ruins. At this point, 
the mind becomes disengaged from 
the continuity of the environment 

, and in result, does not reach the full 
potential of the ruins.
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Ruins in Chur, by Peter Zumthor, Switzerland
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Case Study: Ruins in Chur

Another project by Peter Zumthor is 
the Ruins in Chur in Switzerland. As 
simple yet highly effective moment is 

: the threshold separating the visitor 
for the exterior world and the interior 
ruins. The appearance of the floating 
staircase lifting the visitor to a new 
space is successful with its use of 
materiality and required movement 

i on behalf of the visitor. The metal of 
the stairs lightly echoes when one is 
ascending, creating a distinguishedi07 
sound, which allows the mind to 
separate itself for the everyday noise 

i of the surrounding environment. The 
door located at the top of the stairs, 
forced the visitor the physical enter 
a new space while mentally doing 
the same.
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However, the continuity is broken in 
sequence as one is at times walking 
above the ruins on bridges, while at 
other times allowed to walk amongst 
them. Yet, while walking amongst 

i these, fragments and findings are 
displayed as artifacts, encased 
and lighted from above. Treating 
fragments as rather then being 
shown in their original context is 

! both disengaging from its potential 
narrative and architectural spirit, 
and from its relationship betweeni09 
body and architecture.
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1 D avid Leatherbarrovv. Architecture Oriented Otherwise (New York: Princeton Architectural Press. 2009). 112.

2 Gaston Bachelard. La poetique de I'espace. 4 ,h ed. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France. 1964).
3 Merleau-Ponty. 71.
4 Lang. 413+.
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Designing an intervention to met society’s expectations, while addressing all the needs of a multiplicity of 
generations is not a small task. Numerous site testimonies were conducted in order to gather a greater sense 
of what the chosen site needed and what society wanted. Various locals and tourists questioned the need to 
preserve the historical content of the ruins when the entire city was for so long, almost in entity, a ruin in itself. 
Yet, others argued the cultural value of the founding grounds of Berlin should be highlighted and celebrated, 
in some way. It was a surprise to see the unfolding of the city’s 775th anniversary festivities were throughout 
the city center, except at the city. Kiosks of historical photos and images around the site, however, facilitated 
discourse about the future of the ruins of Petriplatz. For many, without the kiosk highlighting the past of 
the chosen location or recent publicized competition to reappropriate the site, the historical significance of 
Petriplatz would have remained one of the many untold narratives of the city.
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The proposal was designed in such way to allow visitors to create their own narratives of the ruins and build 
their understanding of such. The idea of the typical museum or memorial was rejected from the start, as 
neither side of the argument whether the site should entail historical preservation or not. The focus of the 
intervention was not to communicate facts of the ruins but rather let the layers of past events narrate their own 
meaning to each individual. Meanwhile, the intervention had to balance the act of historical storytelling with 
the modern needs of society.

The idea was to create a space of assembly, a forum that aims to celebrate and frame the existing. A heterotopia, 
enabling a point in space where visitors can, simultaneously, occupy the physical space of the ruins, and the 
mental space of the memories. The ideal is to let the weathering and architectural spirit of the remains be the 
storyteller in the act. Bringing them to life by engaging new materials of perception in a temporary installation.

Designing theatrical dialogue of weathered elements, the intervention encompasses interrelationships of body, 1 1 7  

mind and spirit with the architectural experience. These relationships will be further discussed in the narrative 
of the intervention and how each were manipulated to achieve to final design.
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Berlin

Unification of Berlin prompted the 
redevelopment of the city. Recent 
redevelopment planning of the area 
can be found throughout the city, as 
an act to reappropriate the areas 
destroyed by WWII. Two of the main 
areas are located around the central 
core of the city. The first, started with 
the redevelopment of Parliamentary 
and Government quarters around 
the Bunderstag area, known as the 
Reichstag by many. The second 
area is located in Historical Mitte, 
around Museum Island. Many of the 
sites are currently under demolition 
and reconstruction. Among those, 
Petriplatz.

m

HBeraumung Clearance
MoabtctrWcrder

I Pofizei- und f euemadw 
Lehrtn Bshnhof/Hauptbthnhof 
Bmdefcandeiamt/Spreebogtn 
Ptatzder RtpubEk/Fonim 
Abeobiedt (PauRibe-Hsus) 
Lubcnbbd Wnl (Mari*- 
EBsatah-LQdm-Haus)

BKafenplatz/SkuIptvrenwtee 
DorotheenbBdc (tokob* 
Kahcr-Keut)

SMinfctcrgSrten 
Wtetdenchw Marta 

|Q  Friedrichswerder-Wtst 
H  Petriplatz

BRiickbau Demolition 
WohnbtodcluteflSCaBe 
Mtnittenum fur Aumd rtig« 
Aogefegenheitendef 00R/ 
Schfnketpba 

|Q  Palast d*r RcpubGk

2007 Clearance of areas designated In ttie  'Development Measure for the Capital Qty o f Berlin -  Parliamentary and 
Government Quarter*

Areas of Intense preparation and large demolition projects are shown 
Source: Senatsverwattung Fur StadtentwicMung Berlin I t  B /  DSK, March 2007
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Fig . 1-4 *re fe r to List o f Illustration
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Site

The chosen site is located along 
side one of Berlin’s busiest streets, 
GertraudenstraBe, crossing the 
south side of Museumsinsel 
(Museum Island). At first glance, 
the site is often dismissed of any 
interest due to its present state of 
fenced, over-grown, grass patches. 
Yet, the Petriplatz dates back over 
eight centuries.

*
.. Customized 
Solutions
UtT European 
School of

Mftrkiaches f f l  Museum’IZJ
o e r a g X

wr- Park Ptaze , 
Watetreet BerSn m

SpKte lm artt Q J %_ Theaterhou#iipa ^ s ^ Mitte '

KmusenstraS*

a Fmz-SthMPPart: 
% *  FflD-ScNMrPafk -  ,  r- 1

0*M ^'umiilimSe

Deutsche*
Theater

FeOeralMnlaoy:.. 
of th* Mertor

I /  # U A

I
Berlner I 

EnaemWe

\ z :X  \ iBer a , J r \  \
Warn* XV / YY ?

fteput*
\  _ A > .  ,

Fri«fc1ch»we»8er.
Church V  •  a - ^ ^ K u A S E S W ^ iChurch

> C n  K artaher

FranzOatoche
t /  |  'Vnergerten . ^

I  "v< \  ~ // ^  _
s  i >Ka i»»»i an .iArs*«^p iv i
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Historical Precedent

The platz (square) was the spiritual 
and civil heart of the former centre 
of Colin, sister city to Berlin. Often, 
referred to as the ‘place of origin’ in 
relation to its symbolic importance i 

in the establishment of Berlin’s 
“founding”. In a document dating 
1237 is the first mention of the name 
‘Berlin’, as well as the first known 
resident name, Propst Symeon. 
He was Pastor of St. Peter’s ; 
Church that once stood on these 
grounds. For centuries following, a i 

succession of St. Peter’s Churches 
always occupied the square. That, 
until 1964 when the last ruins of 
St. Peter’s Church was demolished 
under command of the Communist 
regime of the German Democratic 
Republican (G.D.R.). The site was 
then transformed into a parking lo t ; 
and remained as such for the next 
fifty years.

7L  B ER LL5T W  Tode F R IE D R IC H  W ILH E LM S

m
9 f  fV .iA  i I'Vrrt

B. ca iiL

6 dmr
K .D ifiPorcA ccnafad l
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Fig. 10 Photos. 'The Capital C ity o f Berlin - Docum entation." Senate Department for Urban 

Abb 17 Schwarzplane von 1940, 1953, 2000 Development Berlin. Ed. Thies Schroder. Holger Tegtm eyer. and M atthias Lech. Senate Department
fo r Urban Development and Environment. Dec. 2007 . Web. 21 Oct. 2 0 I2 .  (source: h ttp ://w w w .
stadtennvicklung.berlin.de/planen/hauptstadt/dokumentation/en/vorarbeiten/untergrund.shtmn

With the presence of the war, many changes came to the city. More specifically, the area around the chosen site 
was heavily destroyed and rendered sparse.

http://www
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Abb. 12 Die kriegsbeschadigte Ruine 
vor Abriss, Blick von Sudosten (1957)

<■ jV?. *
vM. -V-P

Abb. 16 Derabgeraumte Petriplatz 1968 mit den dem Neubau des DDR-Bauministeriums 
und den Resten des alten Fischerkiezes.

Fig. 8 -9  Photos. T h e  Capital C ity  o f Berlin - Docum entation." 
Senate Department for Urban Development Berlin . Ed. Thies  
Schroder. H olgerTeglm eyer. and M atthias Lech. Senate Depart
ment for Urban Developm ent and Environm ent. Dec. 2007 . Web. 
21 Oct. 2 0 I2 , (source: http:/Av\vw.stadtentwicklung.berlin.de/ 
planen/hauptstadt/dokumentation/en/vorarbeiten/untergrund. 
shtml)
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Fig. 11 Image. "Geophysical examination" 
Senate Department for Urban Development 
Berlin. Ed. Tliies Schroder. HolgerTegtm eyer. 
and Matthias Lech. Senate Department fo r Urban 
Development and Environment. Dec. 2007. Web. 
21 Oct. 2012. (source: http://www.siadtentwick- 
lung.berlin.de/planen/hauptstadt/dokumentation/ 
en/vorarbeiten/untergrund.shtml)

As part of recent redevelopment planning of the area surrounding Petriplatz and Breite Strasse, archeological 
excavations were conducted in the square between 2007 and 2009.

oimro’̂ ' T

/

itf« iim

1 ElaWromogrntik EM 61. Dilfarinznional

131
Petriplatz, Beilin Mltte - geophysical examination

In the archeological findings, ruins of 3 previous churches were discovered. Further indications showed the 
presence of a fourth church, built in a simple wooden structure. In addition, the foundation walls of the Latin 
school of Colin, remains of the town hall, as well as over 3 500 graves and over 1 0 000 objects were unearthed 
and documented. *See Annex 1: Site Layout

As preparation for the redesign of Petriplatz in ‘its original dimensions’, it was asked what development 
was needed to commemorate the historical significance of the site while balancing the present needs of the 
metropolis.

As a result, the development was to design a new architectural house on the existing ruins to support religious 
conversations, prayers and scholarly learnings for both locals and visitors. The proposal was to hub the three 
prominent monotheistic religions: Judaism, Islam and Christianity. With a unified vision of the divine and the 
transcendent, it was intended for all religions to be housed in separate quarters, while communal space would 
allow an open discourse and learning from one-another.

http://www.siadtentwick-
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Fig. 12 Photo. "House o f Prayer and Learning at Petriplatz. Berlin ". Competition brief. Bet- und Lehrhaus Petriplatz Berlin e .V .. Apr. 
2012. (source: www.bet-lehrhaus-berlin.de)

http://www.bet-lehrhaus-berlin.de
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Fig. 13-15 Photos. ‘House of Prayer and Learning at Petriplatz. Berlin". Competition brief. Bet- und Lehrhaus Petriplatz Berlin
e.V.. Apr. 2012 . (source: www.bet-lehrhaus-berlin.de)

http://www.bet-lehrhaus-berlin.de
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House of Prayer and Learning Competition

In April 2012, the association Bet- und Lehrhaus Petriplatz e.V. officially announced the competition of “Bet- 
und Lehrhaus”, the House of Prayer and Learning. The competition was opened internationally to bring forth 
the highest-level contemporary design for the choosing of a preeminent proposal.

Design visions:

Dignity & Spirituality 
Tranquility
Distinctiveness & Otherness 
Beauty

The competition ended September 2012. The Jury came to a unanimous decision in choosing which design 1 3 7  

best encompassed their visions.

Winning Proposal 
by Kuehn Malvezzi, Berlin

Tracing the history of Petriplatz, Kuelhn Malvezzi's winning proposal aims to unite the dense archeological 
remains of the site with the urban infrastructure of the present surroundings. The perimeters of the proposed 
building retrace and rest on the remaining foundation of St. Peter’s church, dating back to 1853. Its external 
characteristics express tranquility through its cubic forms, and its staggered heights “make it recognizable as 
a special place."
A series of ‘stations’ reflect the city’s infrastructure, which mirrors its presence in the interior layout of the 
building. As a balance between unity and diversification, the interior stations help distinguish and shape rooms 
from their exterior shell. Together, the sequence of stations forms a route of public space, moving through 
the site between BruderstraBe and GertraudenstraBe. Both exterior and interior are linked through specific 
thresholds and light openings. [Refer to appendix for full details.]
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Photos. " Present Day ". Petriplatz. Berlin . Germany. 2012. (source: M .G allan t)
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Direction & Focus
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Overall, the main concept of the proposal is to evoke curiosity, dialogue and a metaphysical understanding 
through the means of performative elements. The storytelling is not about giving answers, facts or information to 
what once was of Petriplatz. It’s about telling a story that one can find its own connection and conclusion to. It’s a 
process of evoking thoughts and personal connections to these remarkable ruins and remains.

In this site lies a capacity to provoke astonishment and reflection on history. History that helped shape this very 
city. The importance of these memories and ruins should be at once preserved and celebrated. While the site 
awaits the construction of the competition winning design, a temporary installation seems the ideal intervention to 
help reinstate the site’s lost identity.

The proposed intervention aims to celebrate the importance of Berlin’s ‘point of origin’ and frame the existing ru ins i4 l  
that lie bellow the existing street level.

In reference to Michel Foucault’s idea of ‘heterotopia’ in his lecture Des Espaces Autres (Of Other Spaces), the 
concept is to create a space where, simultaneously, one is occupying a physical space and a mental space. The 
role of the intervention is to create a space that is at once isolated yet accessible through specific gestures. The 
scheme is achieved through the concept of threshold and its integrated state of transformation and purification. 
When one passes through the threshold, the psychological state becomes purified of all present thoughts, and 
becomes free to be transformed into another space. While the physical state remains part of reality, the mental 
state is transformed and encompasses the unreality. In this context, heterotopia gives the individual a place 
to dream, which is result allow the dreamer to form a personal connection with the intervention and ruins that 
surrounds him/her.

The idea is to create a slice in time, but not one that follows actual sequence of events of history’s past. The 
narrative of the intervention will bring the visitor on a journey of back-and-forth through the layers of ‘patina’ and 
enable a personal connection with the spirits of the site.
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Conceptual Narrative:

As one descends, the echoes of their steps fill the void 
with the chimes from the metai stairs. The walls of the 
trajectory become skewed in parallel with the mind’s 
vulnerability and ability to transform. The entrance acts 
as a vehicle of transportation into the telltales of the

Technical Features:

Staircase is made out of all around perforated sheet 
metal. Geometrically, the structure appears as a 
series of metal frames, stepping down towards the 
side and fading underneath the street level terrace. 
Rotation of the orientation of the frame from one 
step to the next creates the skewed perspective as 
the traveler looks ahead. The choice of materiality 
at once lets suggestive ray of light through and 
creates a play of sound through the echoes of the 
traveler’s steps on the metal surface.
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Reaching the grounds of the ruins, one is submerged in 
darkness. Light is peering through openings from the 
above terrace -  resting on the ruins. The suggestive 
nature of the absent coffin comes through by the shape 
illuminated on the ground from above. The eeriness of 
the past centuries of cemetery seeps through the space 
as obstacles directing one’s movement through the 
ruins.

Technical Features:

Openings are created in specific measurements 
to allow for the final depth of light meeting the 
ground to be of human proportion. The perimeters 
of the opening are extruded through to the terrace 
level, reaching safety regulations of guardrail 
for the above level. The materiality of these is 
a continuation from the prefabricated wooden 
truss system supporting the terrace. The wooden 
materiality of these protruding elements allow for 
differentiation from the other elements at street 
level. The terrace above is covered by grass.

149
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As the journey continues onward, the traveler reaches 
of space of heightened verticality. Noise and light 
movement from above animate the fragmented ruins. 
The heighten space allows for a moment of clarity and 
pause before returning to darkness.

Technical Features:

The ceiling is heightened above the former grounds 
of the Berlin’s first Latin School to distinguish these 
remains from the other layers of the ruins. Flat 
metal rails prevents access to the circulation of the 
above terrace, yet allows ample light and sound to 
past through. The metal plays on the musicality of 
the interior space, while the circulation of travelers 
above obstruct the natural light and animates 
patterns moving the fragments bellow.
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Returning to the darkened space, one passes through a 
threshold of fragmented remains. New sound emerges

i  D O

from the right as the sound of falling water ripple 
through. The obstacles are rather sparse and the light 
peering through the water invites one within and leads 
the journey to a new level of the ruins.

Technical Features:

The remains of the once water well are highlighted 
by returning the presence of water to the site. Water 
forms a curtain around the opening of the terrace 
level -  with guardrail matching the previously 
discussed of the initial light wells. A temporary 
lining is located within the remains of the well to 
help preserve and protect from the elements.
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Coming out from darkness, the weight of the past is 
lifted. Stepping up towards the foundation one not only 
reaches a new level of the ruins physically, but also 
spiritually. The state of mind is cleared of previous 
weight and allows to achieve a new sense of presence 
amongst the past, circling around.

Technical Features:

At the point, the traveler is left to experience to 
ruins freed from other interventions. The moment 
allows for the mind to rest, contemplate the 
previous experience and open its vulnerability to 
the next level of transformation and experience. 
The existing conditions of the edges of the church 
foundation allows for a natural use of steps to 
reach the grounds of the foundation layer. Existing 
openings and holes in the foundation are left as is 
as visual and obstacle reminder the presence of 
WWII bombings followed by the destruction of the 
last remaining church.
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The obstacle o f cem etery’s  past become lifte d  and  
allow  for a moment o f rest and re flection o f the 
subconscious. High above, a scu lp tu ra l canopy lets the 
eye rest and lets the so u l connect w ith the sensation  
o f the heightened space -  sp ir it o f the ghost o f p a s s e d 5 7  

churches. Its shadows are broken am ongst the uneven 
surfaces o f the fragm ents and merge w ith the ruins.

Technical Features:

A sculptural canopy meets the height of passed 
churches and help support hanging boxes. The 
boxes, some solid and others wire frames, link 
back to the presence of the cemetery. While they 
are symbolic, they also allow for visitors to rest, 
or provide seating during musical performances 
on the site. They are hung at various height, while 
some simply rest on the foundation of the church 
remains.
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As one walks am ongst the spatia l presence o f church  
alters, the sou l and sp ir it o f  the g h o s t’s  past c irc les! 59 
around. The m usic o f the w ind creating a presence o f  
the absent echoes through. The traveler is  a t once one 
with the past -  re liv ing  memories through new heights.

Technical Features:

As the final stage of the intervention, the journey 
ends at the centre of the remains where once stood 
the alter of the last church. The overhead sculpture 
extends and travels downward through metal rods 
-  these, thin enough to allow for small movement 
by force of the wind while allow acting as a harp 
for the site, played by the wind courant passing 
through.
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As night falls, the sound of the wind circulating 
around becomes animated by the reflection of dancing 
lights. While the space becomes transformed with the 
presence of an orchestra, the performative element 161 
of the moment creates new memories and experience 
merged within the past -  opening the subconscious to 
a new found level of transformation.

Technical Features:

Lights located at the base of the metal rods allows 
for reflection on the moving rods to appear as if the 
space is dancing around. The foundation, with the 
help of glass inlay covering the holes (at the alter) 
allows for a stage to be set for performances. This 
allows for the history of the site to meet a more 
modern level of society's demand by acting as a 
multi-purpose intervention.
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Program

Berlin is known for its artistic and creative expression. Whether, in fine arts, music or other media, the idea 
of assembly and spaces of shared public interest celebrating the arts is fogt. Historically the location of the 
intervention was always had a combination of church and public square, where the community would gather 
and come together for various events. Therefore, with support from the site testimonies, an important aspect of 
the program was to recreate a space that would allow such gatherings, (i.e. music concerts, exterior exhibitions, 
theatre...) In this way, the historical presence of the sight would meet the modern needs of the city.

Overall, the program of the intervention aims to provoke public interest by:

1- Bringing green space in such as a landscape to rest and gather as families, friends and community
2- Celebrate the historical importance of the ruins by allowing the public to physically, psychologically

and emotionally experience the depth of the fragmented past.
3- Create a space where artistic events could be held.
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V I G N E T T E I
V I G N E T T E II
V I G N E T T E I I I
V I G N E T T E I V
V I G N E T T E V
V I G N E T T E V I
V I G N E T T E V I I
V I G N E T T E V I I I

E N T R A N C E
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P U B L I C  TERRACE

[ FORMER L A T I N G  SCHOOL]  S T A G E  II P E R F O R M A N C E  S T A G E
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Structural Notes:

Posts - the coloured of the posts located on the ruins correspond to the layers 
of the various St-Peters churches. Oriented in the same direction as the church 
they correspond to, they are highlighed to bring the depth of the site to the 
attention of the visitors. The colour blue was chosen for its signification and 
properties of memory.

Canopy - The structure above the alter of the past church [stage I] is supported 
by secondary tensile members. These limit the force of movement the structure 
may encounter during high winds, as well as control the sound in these events.

Entrance /  Exit - The entrance of the site, located on the more secluded street 
of its perimeter, reflects the entrance of the previous cemetary. Both thresholds 
have the presence of a door that one must open in order to pass through. A door 
handle is only located on the side of the corresponding circulation. The exit has 
no visible handle from the street level.

Coffins * The voids of the coffins, as the coffins themselves relate back to the 
same centuries where the site was occupy by memories of the dead. The 
hanging coffins, hung by four cables, are supported by the canopy structure 
above. The ones located at a higher elevation are designed as frames to help
avoid any additional movement brought to the canopy structure by wind forces.
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Without thorough understanding of the existing, preservation like new construction could make the existing 
absolute from its surrounding historical fabric and its narrative. As previously discussed, traditional analyses 
methods inadequately assesses the psychological and historical value of the existing; records and surveys are 
highly scientific, therefore lacking psychological and behavioural significance. Analysis should reflect spatial 
agencies of the physical relationships and social relationships. Yet, how can analysis be conducted upon these 
intangible relationships?

Like all shared qualities between architecture and the human being, evaluating the psychological property of 
an individual or a given milieu is highly subjective. Efficiency of a memory analysis lies on balance of various 
relationships between the physical and psychological. As one affects the others, the sensitivity of altering the 
existing becomes apparently sensitive.
M GALLANT
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While traces of deterioration can be perceived as a form of cultural identity, it is their humanized quality that 
reaches the psychological realm of consciousness. These qualities then become an extension of life lived by 
individuals throughout, which heightens the sensibility of given space. With this, architecture transforms into 
the form of representation. It accumulates pattern of connections and events that help creates its identity.
When the built begins to identify itself within the given milieu, it begins to become something that it was 
not. It begins to represent pathways of experience of the relationship of environment-being. These pathways 
construct the richness of narratives, which enables the memory of experiences and understanding.

The Genius Loci of a milieu cannot be seen but felt. This statement reveals the reality of how preserving and 
adapting the existing should be address. Aesthetics need not to come first, but let the sensation and heart of 
the built to come through. These are what animate the spatial properties of the existing. Perception of such 
does not rely solely on the physicality of the built, but rather through the pathways of our understanding with
the accumulation of traces. The invisible nature of presence it was makes architecture part of humanities. 1 7 3

There is not idealized ‘truth’ in architecture. It is not about knowledge but rather understanding. Therefore, 
evaluating and working within existing construction should move beyond mathematical concerns and more 
towards allegorical forms of the spiritual functions of architecture.

The mind consumes a superior nature of the being and of the objective realm. Through a sense of substance 
and organization, the mind is able to construct spatial groupings of the surrounding. The fluctuation of space 
between these enable to both connect and understand from the clear, physical order of the surrounding, while 
the ambiguity of truth in individual forms allows for individual sense of perception.

M GALLANT
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GLOSSARY

□ Aesthetic Deterioration:
accumulations due to weathering; staining. [Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow, 31.]

□ Anthropomorphism:
human-like quality. [H ay]

□ Anthropomorphosis:
impute o f  human qualities to raw material. [Sennett, 120]

[] Biomorphism:
naturally occurring shapes. [H ay]

G Circular causality:
[m ind-body-world] a series o f  events where each one is caused by the one before it, and the f irs t  one is caused by the last [H a le ]

G Coincidentia Oppositorum:
juxtaposition o f  rough and smooth [Leatherbarrow, 107]

Q Complexity Hypothesis:
latencies o f  older adults are longer than latencies o f  younger adults by a constant proportion. [Light, 361]

G Diminished Attentional Capacity:
popular hypothesis that older adults are less likely than younger ones to engage in appropriate self-initiated encoding or retrieval strategies because the aging 

process is associated w ith reduces attentional capacity, a capacity taxed by use o f  strategies. [Light, 334]

G Ding an sich |Kant|:
something that cannot be known. [Lang]

G Episodic Memory:
the store o f  information about temporally dated episodes or events, and the temporal-spatial relations among events. [Light, 352]
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Q Functional Deterioration:
breakdown or breakup o f  materials as a result o f  weathering. [Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow, 31]

□ Genius Loci:
the sp irit and identity o f  a place. [Cramer and Breitling, 18]

0  Heterotopia:
a sort o f  simultaneously mythic and real contestation o f  the space in which we live. [Foucault, 24 ]

Q Horizon:
assures identity o f  an object throughout exploration. [Merleau-Ponty, 70]

Q Metamemory:
knowledge o f  the memory demands imposed by different tasks, situations or strategies used to improve memory in given situations. [L ight, 334]

[] Metamorphosis: 177
change in procedure, varying technique. [Sennett, 120]

0  Mnemonic:
device such as a pattern o f  letters, ideas, or associations that assists in remembering something. [Light, 334]

0  Paradox of Fiction:
a productive reference to a w orld that does not in fa c t exist. [Pau l Ricoeur in, Leatherbarrow, 39]

0  Phenomenological Fragments:
the science ofphenomena as distinct from  that o f  the nature o f being. [Cramer and Breitling, 23]

[] Picture Superiority Effect: |concept|
pictures are remembered better than words. [Light, 334]

0  Presence:
registered by maker’s mark [i.e. brickmaker’s stamp]. [Sennett, 120]
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□ Productive Architecture:
its settings supply what the given location is unable to give on its own. [Leatherbarrow, 33]

□ Semantic Memory:
the store o f  knowledge needed fo r  language use. [Light, 352]

Q Topoanalysis:
systematic psychological studying o f  the sites o f  our intimate lives. [Bachelard, 8 ]

Q Topophilia:
the love o f  places exposed by topoanalysis. [Bachelard, 8 ] ■

0  Weathering:
power o f  subtraction, finishes ‘take away’. [Mostafavi and Leatherbarrow, 6 ]
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D I V E R S I T Y  O F  D I A L O G U E S .

B A S E M E N T  L E V E L -

W l T H  8  M E T E R S  H I G H  C E I L I N G S ,
T H E  B A S E M E N T  F L O O R  G I V E S  W A Y  TO 
T H E  E X P O S E D  A R C H E O L O G I C A L  E X C A 
V A T I O N S ,  T h e  n e w  c o n s t r u c t i o n  
R E S T S  ON  T H E  E X I S T I N G  F O U N D A T I O N  
W A L L S  O F  T H E  N E O - G O T H I C  C H U R C H ,  
S E R V I N G  B O T H  A S  P R O T E C T  I O N  A N D  
V I S U A L I Z A T I O N  O F  T H E  P R E E X I S T I N G  
F R A G M E N T S , R U I N S  O F  T H E  H I S T O R I C  
F L O O R S ,  F O U N D A T I O N S  A N D  F R A G M E N T S  
R E M A I N  E X P O S E D  F O R  P U B L I C  E X P L O -  
R A T I O N S ,





'''''I I I  mvV^

_F
t

CITK L O G G I A

P L A C E S  O F  H O R S H I P -

3  A U T O N O M O U S  S A C R A L  R O O M S  R E P R E 
S E N T  3  P L A C E S  O F  W O R S H I P  F O R  C O M 
M U N I T I E S  O F  D I F F E R E N T  R E L I G I O N S
[ J u d a i s m , I s l a m  8  C h r i s t i a n i t y ] ,  
T h e s e  a r e  d e v e l o p e d  w i t h i n  t h e
R E L I G I O U S  C O M M U N I T I E S  TO E N S U R E  
S P E C I F I C  Q U A L I T Y  A N D  C H A R A C T E R , 
T R U E  TO T H E  S A I D  R E L I G I O N .

ARCADE





3-Site Testimonies

QUESTIONS:

1. Local, German Tourist or Tourist? /

2. Do you have memories of this site? / \

3. What was your previous knowledge of the site prior to this visit?
v \ , x  x

4. What is your oldest recollection of the site? [Do you remember the St Peter’s church?/or parking lot?]

5. [iflocal..or German tourist] Are you aware of the history of this site?

6.
y '  - V ' '\  N \  X

What first comes to mind when you see these photos and images of the churches and past environment of this area?

7. Are you aware of the competition to design a new house of prayer and learning?

8. If it was up to you, what would you do with this site?

9. Are the ruins of importance to you?

10. Is remembering the historical significance of this site important to you?

11. What lacks in the neighbourhood, that would be of need or necessity?
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